
 CATL, with the full name of Contemporary Amperex Technology Co., Limited, is a leading lithium battery company all
over the world, headquartered in ningde, Fujian, China. CATL is the Number One lithium battery manufacturer in China.
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CATL Battery (Contemporary Amperex Technology Co., Limited)

 0 添加评论

Nominal Voltage:3.2V
Nominal capacity:280Ah
Working voltage:2.5V~3.65V
AC impedance resistance(1khz):≤0.25mΩ
Max. pulse charge / discharge current: 2C (30S)
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LF280K Brand New Module 3.2V 280Ah LiFePO4 Battery

EVE Brand New Module: LF280K 3.2 V 280Ah LiFePO4
Battery Cell
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Dimension: 207(H)*72(T)*173.7(W)mm
Weight: 5.42±0.3kg

1.Dimension(Height and Tabs Distance)

Height:

LF280: 204.8*72*173.6mm VS LF280K: 207*72*173.6mm

Tabs distance: 

LF280: 90±0.3mm,  LF280K: 123.0±0.3mm

2.Cycle Life

LF280: 3500cycles,   LF280K: 6000cycles

(Under the 300kgf clamp, after standard charged and 30mins rest, discharge to 2.5V cut-off with the current of 0.5CA at
(25±2)℃ , and then start the next cycle. end with the capacity decreasing to 80% of the initial capacity. The number of
cycles is defined as the cycle life of the battery)

Difference of LF280 and LF280K

3. Max. charge / discharge current

LF280: 1C,  LF280K: 2C

Two-dimensional graphs of LF280K Battery
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Item Parameter Size

W Width 173.7±0.5mm

T
Thickness (under 300±20 
kgf, 30%~40%SOC)

72.0±1.0mm

H High（total） 207.5±0.5mm

H1 High（subject） 204.6±0.5mm

D Tabs Distance 123.0±0.3mm

280ah LiFePO4 Battery coding rules
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Item Parameter

Nominal Capacity 280ah

Typical Voltage 3.2V

AC Impedance Resistance (1KHz) ≤0.25mΩ

Standard charge / discharge Current 0.5C

Cut off voltage of charge / discharge 3.65V / 2.5V

Max. continuous charge / discharge
current

1C

Max. pulse charge / discharge
current(30S)

2C

Recommended scope of SOC 10%~90%

Charging temperature 0~55℃

Discharging temperature -20~55℃

Storage temperature Short-term (within -20~45℃

General Technical Parameter
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1 month)

Storage temperature Long-term (within
1 year)

0~35℃

Storage humidity range ＜90%

Self-Discharge rate per month ≤3%/month

Dimension 207*72*173.7mm

Weight 5.42±0.3kg

Cycle life at 25℃ ≥6000 cycles @0.5C

Rate discharge curve at 25℃ 

Discharge curve at different temperatures (0.5P)

Electric Performance Curve
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Cycle curve(charge/discharge: 0.5C/0.5C, 3.65V-2.5V)

A�en�ons

For safety usage, please be careful on below：

Warning!
1. Do not immerse the battery in water and keep it dry when not using；
2. Do not strike, throw or subject the battery near a fire or in extremely hot conditions；
3. Charge with specified charge according to charging requirement；
4. Do not reverse the positive (+) and negative (-) terminals；
5. Do not put the battery into a fire or apply direct heat to it；
6. Do not short-circuit the battery by connecting wires or other metal objects to the positive (+) and
negative (-) terminals；
7. Do not ship or store the battery metal objects, such as necklaces, hairpins, etc；
8. Do not knock, throw, tread, bend, etc；
9. Do not directly solder the battery terminals；
10. Do not pierce the battery casing with a nail or other sharp object.

Previous: Guoxuan Battery 3.2V 105ah Lifepo4 Cell
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JUN EVE LF280 3.2V 280Ah LiFePO4 Prismatic battery cell for energy storage,

solar system, ev
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Nominal Voltage:3.2V
Nominal capacity:280Ah
Working voltage:2.5V~3.65V
AC impedance resistance:≤0.25mΩ
Dimension:173.6*72*204.8mm

Features of LF280 280ah LiFePO4 Battery

 

EVE LF280 Lifepo4 3.2V 280Ah Power Lithium-ion Battery for RV solar system storage 
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Item Parameter Size

W Width 173.6±0.3mm

T Thickness 72.0±1.0mm

H High（total） 204.8±0.5mm

H1 High（subject） 200.0±0.5mm

D Tabs Distance 90±0.3mm

Remark: 

The pole is a double aluminum pole structure. The internal screw with size M6 is used in the poles. 
The anti-torsion of pole is 8Nm. 
The torsion should be less than 8N m when used. The effective thread hole depth is 6mm.

No. Item Parameter Remark

1 Typical Capacity
280.0 Ah @
0.5C discharge

Discharge current 0.5C with
2.5V cut off. (25±2)℃

2 Minimum Capacity
280.0 Ah @
0.5C discharge

3 Typical Voltage 3.2V Under 0.5CA cc-discharge

4 AC Impedance Resistance ≤0.25mΩ  

5 Charge
current (CC-
CV)

Max Charge
Current

1C The maximum charge current
of the battery does not exceed
1C under 0℃〜45℃.

Cut-off Voltage 3.65V

Max Discharge
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6 Discharge

Max Discharge
Current

1C
Preference value.

Cut-off Voltage 2.5V

7 Charging time
Standard 2.0h 0.5C charge (time is reference)

Quick-charge 1.0h 1C charge (time is reference)

8 Recommend SOC Window
SOC ：

10%~90%
 

9 Charging Temperature 0℃~55℃ See the appendix for details.

10 Discharging Temperature -20℃~55℃
Battery can work at specified
temperature range with
capacity loss in tolerance.

11
Storage

Temperature

One month -20℃~45℃
 

One year 0℃~35℃

12 Storage Humidity ＜70﹪  

13 Weight 5220g±200g  

A�en�ons

For safety usage, please be careful on below：

Warning!

1. Do not immerse the battery in water and keep it dry when not using；

2. Do not strike, throw or subject the battery near a fire or in extremely hot conditions；

3. Charge with specified charge according to charging requirement；

4. Do not reverse the positive (+) and negative (-) terminals；

5. Do not put the battery into a fire or apply direct heat to it；

6. Do not short-circuit the battery by connecting wires or other metal objects to the positive (+) and
negative (-) terminals；

7. Do not ship or store the battery metal objects, such as necklaces, hairpins, etc；

8. Do not knock, throw, tread, bend, etc；

9. Do not directly solder the battery terminals；
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10. Do not pierce the battery casing with a nail or other sharp object.

 0 添加评论

 

Application Scenarios

-Backup Power Supply For Communication Base Station
-applicable to the stable grid, half-grid, and other scenes

Key advantages

High energy density: more energy with less weight and footprint
High charge and discharge currents (short charge period) Long battery life (up to 3 times the battery life of a conventional
battery)
High efficiency between charging and discharging
Higher continual power available
Wide operating temperature
Predictable end of life due BMS controller
Multiple anti-theft solutions (optional): software, gyroscope，material, etc.
Other functions (optional): Heating/LCD/Dry Contact

7
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Shoto SDA10-4850 48V50AH 2.4Kwh LiFePO4 Battery

Shoto SDA10-4850 48V50AH 2.4Kwh LiFePO4 Battery
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Product Certificates

ISO9001
ISO14001
CE
TLC
TUV
IEC62133

Overall dimensions

project index

Model 15S 16S
Nominal voltage 48V 51.2V
Rated capacity 50Ah(C3 ,0.2C to 40V at 25 ℃ )

Operating voltage range 40V-56.4V 42V-57.6V
 Boost charge/Float charge

voltage
54.5V/52.5V  57.6V/54V

Charging current
(current-limiting )

10A 10A

Charging current (Maximum) 50A 50A

Discharge current (Maximum) 50A 50A

Discharge cut-off voltage 40V 40V

Dimensions
Width 442±1mm 442±1mm
Height 133±1mm 133±1mm
Depth 380±1mm 380±1mm

Weight About 24.5±1 kg About 25.3±1 kg
Installation method Rack mounted / Wall mounted

Communication interface RS232/RS485
Indicator state ALM/RUN/SOC
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Parallel communication Maximum support for 16 sets of parallel
Terminal stud M6

Alarm and protection
Over voltage, under voltage, short circuit, overload,

over
current, over temperature, low temperature protection

Cooling mode Self-cooling
Altitude ≤4000m

Humidity 5%-95%

Operating temperature
Charge -5℃~+45℃

Discharge -20℃~+50℃

Recommended operating
temperature

Charge +15℃~+35℃
Discharge +15℃~+35℃

Storage +10℃~+35℃

 0 添加评论

This lto 18650 battery cell is of cylindrical lithium titanate cell which is composed of positive and negative electrode,
separator, electrolyte and metal case etc.
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2.4V 1300mah LTO lithium titanate 18650 battery cell

2.4V 1300mah LTO lithium titanate 18650 battery cell

LTO 18650 battery cell Component

Cell Specification
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No. Item Parameters Remark

1 Appearance
Consistent with appearance

inspection standard

There should be no such defects as flaw,
crack, rust, leakage, which may 

depreciate the commercial value of cell.

2 Nominal Capacity 1.3Ah 1C room temperature≥1.3Ah

3 Nominal Voltage 2.4V 1C discharge platform

4 Internal Impedance ≤18mΩ
Internal resistance measured at AC

1kHz after 50% charged.

5
Standard Charge Cut-off 

Voltage
2.8V

6
Standard Discharge Cut-off

Voltage
1.5V

7
Maximum Continuous

Charge Current
5I1（6.5A） 25℃±5℃

8
Maximum Continuous 

Discharge Current
10I1（13A） 25℃±5℃

9
Operating Temperature 

Range

Temperature:-40~60℃

Humidity：≤85%RH

Recommended charge/discharge
current ≤0.5 I1 (0.7A), when cell
temperature is lower than 0℃，

Recommended cool the 
cell, when cell temperature is higher

than 50℃.

10
Storage Temperature

Range
-5℃~28℃

Recommend（25±3℃)

≤90%RH storage moisture range.

11 Weight 41.0g±1g

12 Cycle Life ≥10000 cycles(80%DOD)

Cell Size
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Period of Warranty and Product Liability

The warranty period of this product is 180 days from the manufacturing code. We guarantee to give a replacement
in case of cells with defects proven due to the manufacturing process instead of abuse and misuse by the
customers, otherwise, the company is not promised free replacement.

Storage

The cell shall be stored in the clean and dry ventilation room at the temperature of -5℃〜28℃ and shall be kept out
of fire or heat and avoid touching corrosion elements. The cell should be stored with a 10%~30% charged
condition. We recommend that cells should be charged about once per half a year to prevent over-discharge.

Shipment Requirement

The cell should be packed in cartons under the condition of 30%SOC and at the temperature of -5℃〜  28℃
charged for shipment. Violent vibration, impaction, or squeezing should be avoided in the transport process; Avoid
being exposed to the sun and rain. The cells shall be shipped by normal transportation such as by road, by train, by
the ocean, or by air.

 0 添加评论
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Chargery Bi-directional 100V 300A DC Contactor

Chargery Bi-directional 100V 300A DC Contactor
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Features

The DC contactor is designed for special work with CHARGERY BMS’, the following are some features:

1. Bi-directional connection, one DCC can be used in a Common port such as a Solar system, instead of two SSR's (Solid State
Relays) or conventional relays.
2. The DCC has a Built-in surge suppressing circuit, thereby eliminating the need for the additional Relay Delay Time board which is
used to avoid a surge current when starting to charge or discharge. For other SSR's or mechanical relays, please consider the surge
current potentials seriously and make a suitable plan for using a delay board as applicable.
3. Over temperature protection. If internal temperatures overheat, the contactor will shut off.
4. 1 Intelligent cooling fans turned on automatically
5. Approved by CE
6. 12 months warranty

Application

1. Home applications such as Energy Storage Systems.
2. Electric drive vehicles

Main Specification

DC Contactor (DCC) model DCC-100HB DCC-200HB DCC-300HB DCC-600HB

Driving voltage 12V

Holding current (Avg.) at 12V 9mA 11mA 11mA 11mA

Rated Operating Voltage 100V

Continuous (Carry) Current, Typical 100A 200A 300A 600A

Maximum current, at 85°C for 2 seconds 200A 300A 500A 1000A

Maximum Contact voltage drop at 100A 200mV 136mV 80mV 40mV

Fan start Temperature >42°C >42°C >42°C

Over temperature protection---- Turn off

temperature
>90°C >90°C >90°C

Turn on temperature automatically <80°C <80°C <80°C
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Current mode bi-directional

Size(L*W*H, mm) 105*55*40 105*64*55 105*90*55 142*105*55

Weight(Kg) 0.3 0.45 0.7 1.2

Operating Ambient Temperature -40 to +85 °C

Cold pressing copper tube terminal 10-6 25-6 50-8

Screws M6*16 M8*20

Wire Area(mm2) requirements 18 30 50 70

Ambient Temperature -10--45℃

Ambient Humidity 5%--95%

Storage Temp. -20℃--70℃

Storage Humidity 30%--90%
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Packaging Information

Chargery DC Contactor (DCC) Operation Instructions

1. Connect all device according to manual. But keep all device turn off, including inverter/charger
and DCC.
2. Connect Battery positive to DCC then connect to charger positive/ load positive, if possible
install a fuse between DCC and battery positive.
3. Connect charger negative/load negative to shunt (shunt is connected to battery negative), the
charger and / or loader/inverter can monitor battery voltage if with these device is with LCD
(actual value is lower 0.5V than battery voltage), but cannot charge or discharge because of
the pre-charge circuit.
4. Turn off DCC, connect BMS to ISO board, two LEDs (charge LED and discharge LED) will be on
if there is not any warnings trigger on BMS, then connect to DCC, two LED is off. No charge
current or discharge current flow DCC, even BMS has not any warning.
5. Turn on DCC, The power LED and STATUS LED will be on, if there is warning trigger, the Status
LED is off. At the same time, one or both LED on ISO board will be OFF, the LEC can indicate
charge or discharge is cutting off.
6. Turn on charger, charge current flow DCC, if over charge triggered, the charge LED on ISO
board and Status LED on DCC will be off.
7. Or turn on loader/inverter, discharge current flow DCC, if over discharge/cell voltage
difference/ soc /temperature etc triggered, the discharge cut off. the discharge LED on ISO
board and Status LED on DCC will be off.

 0 添加评论
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Nominal Voltage: 3.2V
Nominal Capacity: 100Ah
Operating Voltage: 2.22V~3.65V
Max. Charging Current: 1C
Max. Discharging Current: 2C
Dimension: 290(H)*130(W)*36(T) mm

Features of Fortune LiFePO4 Battery cells:

1. 2C 200A Continuous Discharge Current 
2. 6C 600A Pulse Peak Current（10s) 
3. Bolt Terminal Structure, easy to assembly 
4. With Endcaps Protection

Parameter

Specification Application

Capacity（Ah） 100 Pure electric vehicles 
power, energy storage, PHEV hybrid vehicles

 

 

Product category Prismatic aluminum case

Thickness（mm） 36

Width(mm) 130

Height(mm) 290

Nominal voltage(V) 3.2

Weight（Kg） 2.7

Standard current discharge（A） 0.5C

3
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Fortune LiFePO4 Battery 3.2V 100Ah Prismatic Cell

Fortune LiFePO4 Battery 3.2V 100Ah 

Prismatic Cell
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Operating voltage range(V) 2.2〜3.65

Operating temperature range(℃) -20〜55

Maximum charge rate(Continued) 1C

Maximum discharge rate(Continued) 2C

Cycle life（times） 80%DOD≥2500 times

We provide busbars, nuts, and battery holders for customers who use 100ah fortune lifepo4 battery cells 
DIY battery packs.

Precautions and Safety Instructions

1 Standard cell Precautions 

a. Do not expose the cell to extreme heat or flame. 
b. Do not short circuit, over-charge or over-discharge the cell. 
c. Do not subject the cell to strong mechanical shocks. 
d. Do not immerse the cell in water or sea water, or get it wet.. 
f. Do not disassemble or modify the cell. 
g. Do not handle or store with metallic like necklaces, coins or hairpins, etc. 
h. Do not use the cell with conspicuous damage or deformation. 
i. Do not connect cell to the plug socket or car-cigarette-plug. 
j. Do not make the direct soldering onto a cell. 
k. Do not touch a leaked cell directly. 
l. Do not use for other equipment. 
m. Do not use Lithium-ion cell in mixture.  
n. Do not use or leave the cell under the blazing sun (or in heated car by sunshine). 
o. Keep cell away from children. 
p. Do not drive a nail into the cell, strike it by hammer or tread it. 
q. Do not give cell impact or fling it. 

2.Cell Operation Instructions 

2.1 Charging 

a. Charge the cell in a temperature range of 0°C to + 50°C. 
b. Charge the cell at a constant current of 0.3Cuntil 3.65V, and then at a constant voltage of 3.65V until 
    0.05C. Charge rates greater than 1C are NOT recommended. (C : Rated Capacity of cell) 
c. Use a constant current, constant voltage (CC/CV) lithium-ion (Li+) cell charge controller. 
d. Do not continue to charge cell over specified time. 。 

2.2 Discharging 

a. Recommended cut-off voltage to 2.2V. Recommended max continuous discharge current is 3C。 
b. For maximum performance, discharge the cell in a temperature range of -20°C to +50°C. 

2.3 Storage Recommendations 

In case of long period storage (more than 3 months), storage the 
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cell at temperature range of –10 ~ +45°C, low humidity, no corrosive gas atmosphere，No press 
on the cell；And more than 3 months need to put a charge according to the standard charge and
discharge process

 0 添加评论

The cylindrical lithium batteries include lithium iron phosphate, lithium cobalt, lithium manganese, mixed cobalt manganese, 
and ternary material systems. The shell is divided into a steel shell and a polymer shell, which have different advantages.

Cell Model
Nominal 
Voltage

Nominal
Capacity

Charging 
Temperature

Discharge 
Temperature

Charging 
Current

Discharging Curre

ICR18650
（NMC）

3.7V 2200mAh 0~45℃ -40℃~+60℃ 2.2A (1C) 10A (5C)

ICR18650
（NMC）

3.7V 2500mAh 0~45℃ -40℃~+60℃ 2.5A (1C) 25A (10C)

ICR18650
（NMC）

3.7V 3000mAh 0~45℃ -40℃~+60℃ 3.0A (1C) 15A (5C)

ICR21700
（NMC）

3.7V 4000mAh 0~45℃ -40℃~+60℃ 4.0A (1C) 40A (10C)

NCR18650B
 (NMC）

3.6V 3350mAh 0~45℃ -20~60℃ 1.625A 4.875A

INR18650-30Q
(NMC)

3.6V 3000mAh 0~45℃ -20~75℃ 0.5C 15A

IFR26650
（LiFePO4）

3.2V 3200mAh -20℃~+45℃ -40℃~+60℃ 3.2A (1C) 10A(3C)

IFR32700 
(LiFePO4)

3.2V 5000mAh -20℃~+45℃ -40℃~+60℃ 5.0A (1C) 25A (5C)

IFR26650
 (LiFePO4)

3.2V 3000mAh 0~55℃ -20~60℃ 3.0A (1C) 9A (3C
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What is cylindrical batteries?

The cylindrical lithium batteries include lithium iron phosphate, lithium cobalt, lithium manganese, mixed cobalt manganese, 
and ternary material systems. The shell is divided into a steel shell and a polymer shell, which have different advantages. At present,
the cylindrical batteries are mainly made of steel-shell cylindrical lithium iron phosphate materials. This kind of battery has high
capacity, high output voltage, good charge and discharge cycle performance, stable output voltage, large current discharge, safe to
use, wide operating temperature range, and environmentally friendly, it is widely used in solar lamps, lawn lamps, back-up energy,
power tools, and toy models.

The structure of cylindrical lithium ion batteries

The structure of a typical cylindrical battery includes: shell, cap, positive electrode, negative electrode, separator, electrolyte, PTC
element, gasket, safety valve, etc. Generally, the battery casing is the negative electrode of the battery, the cap is the
positive electrode of the battery, and the battery casing is made of nickel-plated steel.

The advantages of cylindrical lithium ion batteries

Compared with soft packs and square lithium batteries, cylindrical lithium batteries have the longest development time, with higher
standardization, more mature technology, high yield and low cost.

· Mature production technology, low PACK cost, high battery product yield, and good heat dissipation performance
· Cylindrical batteries have formed a series of internationally unified standard specifications and models with mature technology and
  suitable for continuous mass production.
· The cylinder has a large specific surface area and a good heat dissipation effect.
· Cylindrical batteries are generally sealed batteries, and there are no maintenance problems during use.
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· The battery shell has high withstand voltage, and there will be no phenomena such as square, flexible packaging battery expansion
during use.

 0 添加评论

Lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4, LFP) battery with the full name of lithium iron phosphate lithium ion battery, is a kind
of Li-ion rechargeable high power battery for energy storage, EV, electric tools, yacht. The positive lithium iron phosphate
material of lithium ion battery has great advantages in safety performance and cycle life, which are also one of the most
important technical indexes of power battery.1C charging cycle life can achieve 2000 times, puncture does not explode, overcharge is
not easy to burn and explosion. Lithium iron phosphate anode material makes large capacity lithium ion batteries easier to use in
series. LiFePO4 (LFP) battery has a working voltage of 2.8V ~ 3.6V, a nominal voltage of 3.2V, and a wide operating temperature
range (-20℃~+75℃).

The table below compares the characteristics of lithium iron phosphate LFP batteries with those of other rechargeable
batteries.

Parameters Ni/CD Ni/MH Lead-acid LiFePO4
Voltage 1.2V 1.2V 2.1V 3.2V

Energy density (Wh/kg) 30~50 50~80 40 120
Cycle Life 500 500 400 2000

Safety safe safe safe safe
Environmental Bad good not good good

                              

Winston LiFeYPO4 Battery               CALB LiFePO4 Battery                      Sinopoly LiFePO4 Battery   

Lithium iron phosphate lifepo4 battery FAQs

What is Lithium Iron Phosphate LiFePO4 battery?
Lithium Iron Phosphate batteries use a new type of cathode material that provides several advantages
over traditional Li-ion batteries. LiFePO4 batteries provide much higher specific capacity, superior
thermal and chemical stability, enhanced safety, improved cost performance, enhanced charge and
discharge rates, compact size, light weight, and enhanced cycle life.

What are the advantages of the Lithium Iron phosphate lifepo4 battery?
●Higher Cycle Life
●High-Temp Performance
●Faste Charging
●Low Self Discharge
●High Safety 

What Lithium iron Phosphate LiFePO4 Batteries does Evlithium offer?

We provide quality prismatic LiFePO4 cells produced by CALB LiFePO4 Battery, Sinopoly LiFePO4
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Battery, Winston LiFeYPO4 Battery, CATL Battery, Headway LiFePO4 Battery, etc. 

 0 添加评论

We have delivered hundreds of thousands of Winston Battery cells around the world over the years, and the
feedback has been always great.

A client who ordered our Winston Battery cells to build his first Winston set in 2015 said that the performance of
his Winston Battery cells is still going strong today, affirmed the durability of Winston Battery cells. 

Thunder sky Winston battery, a leading
Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) battery
producer providing quality Rare Earth Lithium
Power Battery (LiFeYPO4 Battery), widely used
in the electric vehicle, solar power station,
energy storage system and marine energy
storage project. There are 40Ah- 1000Ah
battery cells in different models with more than
5000 times cycle life, high energy density, 3C
high charge/discharge rate, wide operating
temperature range.
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With over eight years of friendly cooperation, Evlithium is being the leading dealer of Winston Battery. We have lots of
different types of cells in our warehouse for sales in Hong Kong and Europe. We can provide local service in the
European market.

Evlithium offers high-quality Winston batteries with the best price and service. Please feel free to contact us if you need
Winston batteries.
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